
 

SpaceCable 
SpaceCable is a 3D Cabling and Wire Harness CAD solution, which enables mechanical and 

electrical designers to work concurrently together. This sharing of data provides accurate 3D 

digital virtual prototypes and allows designers to evaluate design decisions within the 

electromechanical environment. Once the 3D wires and cables are routed and optimized, the user 

can generate all the necessary cable manufacturing drawings by unfolding the 3D Harness 

(including Bill-of-Material reports and additional manufacturing information). 
 

 

Features 
 
With today’s smart and connected products, an increasing number  of 
product designs requires  mechanical, electrical and electronic elements at 
the same time– with, wires, cables and harnesses making up the major 
elements of the design. 
 
3D Cabling and Wire Harness Design allows electrical and mechanical 
design teams to collaborate on designs to create complete and accurate 
digital mockups containing both mechanical and electrical components, and 
removes the need for expensive physical prototypes.  
 
The user can interactively or automatically route cables and wires into 
harnesses, check clearances,  determine wire and cable lengths, calculate 
bundle diameters, bend radii and produce 2D cabling manufacturing 
documentations. 
 
SpaceCable can import a netlist from a wiring diagram package for input. 
Therefore, it is advisable to include the Wiring and Schematic Diagram 
Design package for designing the 2D schematic or wiring diagram to 
generate the input data for SpaceCable (all Electrical CAD packets could 
prepare the input for SpaceCable, if they are capable of exporting cable 
information’s). 
   
Reports of cable/wire/harness cut lengths and harness topology structures 
can be only captured  in a 3D Cabling environment and returned back to E-
CAD software.  
 
The same harness could be installed in different locations, with different 
topology and the position of components (variants). SpaceCable can 
manage these different topological variants of the same harness and takes 
automatically the corresponding harness for this location. 
  
Highlights:  
 

 Different harness strategies for different industries like Automotive, 
Panel, Electronics or General machinery 

 Uni- and bidirectional integrations  with E-CAD systems. 

 Automatic calculations like wire and cable lengths, bundle diameters, 
total harness weight and bend radii. 

 Different cable types (round, ribbon, twisted, prefabricated and 
custom made) 

 Auto-snap connections for components 

 Sample library and Library management functionality 

 Scaled or real-size Cabling Manufacturing Drawings  

 Manual routing, Automatic routing and net-list E-CAD routing 

 PDM and PLM integration (Creo Model Manager, Windchill) 

 Realistic visualization of Harnesses 

 Huge cable/wires assemblies with thousands of Harness elements 

 Variation design for harness 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Ordering Information 

SpaceCable Subscription M355Z 

SpaceCable License M355L 

SpaceCable Maintenance M355Y 

 

Prerequisites 

Creo Elements/Direct Modeling  

V18, V19 or V20 
 

System Requirements 

Supported platforms: 

 Windows10  32 und 64 bit 
TM

 

 Windows7 32 and 64 bit
 TM

 
 Windows8 32 und 64 bit 

TM
 

 
Delivery Information 

Software download available through 

SpaceCable  web site 

 

Supported languages 

 English 
 German 

 Russian 

 Italian 
 Turkish 

 Korean 
 Chinese 

 Japanese 
 

For more information, please visit 
www.spacecable.com 
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